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(Hint: It is not a good approximation to assume that this
range of speeds is small enough that we can just multiply
D(o)by da = O.!ap. Why not? So you will have to do'an
integral over D(zt). But you can replace the exponential
by something simpler over this range. you can iheckyour

Suppose I want to skew the color of the photon
in a containet so I go inside the container and quickly
paint its inside walls with green paint that almost completely reflects green light corresponding to photon ener-

T6M.7
gas

gies between 2.4 eV and 2.5 eV. \Ahll this change the energy
distribution of photons in the photon gas? If so, wil the gas
become less green or more green, and why? If not, why not?

work with MBoltz.)

.+ T6M.4 Lr this problem, we will consider the energy budget

required for a human body to ernit thermal phot6ns.
(a) Coruider a relatively small person with ai rrf""u
area of
1..0 m2 and a body tempera-ture of 3T"C
= 310 K. Show
that such a person would need to consume about 11,000
' food calories,a day simply to replenish the energy emit_

Derivation
T6D.1

The total probability of a molecule having a speed
between zero and infinity must be 1. By looking .rp tlru
integral online (or using WolframAlpha), evaluate thd constant A in the expression

ted by his or her body. 1ass..*" Ur"t a person,s e-issiv_
ity e = 1 in the relevant photon energyrange.)
(b) Of course, this is for a person who-is naked in
a vac_

uum. A smll]
actually requires something
3er9on_
more like 2000 food calories a day to maintain bod|
temperature. This is partly because a person,s typicai
surroundings emit thermal photons back at ttr" plison.
Calculate il.e net energy per day (in food calories) that
a naked person in a room at 295 Kwould emjt. (Hint:
Equation T6.25 also describes the power that a surface
absorbs from surroundings at absoiute temperature
T.)
(c) Clothing also helps. Suppose that the person,s
entire
surface area A is surrounded by a layer of.lothir,g thut
completely absorbs the person,s thermal photoni, but
gmits photons in both directions from lts ,rr.i".",
-a119
half back to the person from the layer,s irurer surface
and half to the surroundings from its outer surface. Let
the power per unit area emitted by the persor;
!r/
4ae
le| P"/ Abe the power per unit area emifted.by ich sur'_
face of. fhe clothing layer, ard.let p"/ Abe the power per
unit area that the layer absorbs-from the,oo*. l /hur,
the clothing iayer is in equilibrium with both the per_
son at 31.0 K and its surroundings at2glK,then thdnet
energy flow to that layer must be zero, meaning that
Pe/ A + P"/ A : 2P,/ A (sjnce the layer has two
rrrifu.",
of area A that ate both emitting). 3how that the layer
must have absolute temperafure T. = 302.g K.
(d) Calculate, therefore, the nef rate at which a
clothed per_
son loses energ.y in food calories per day.

t: Io* D@)*= I,- o(&)'

(T6.28)
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(Hint:Defirie x = a/ztpbefore looking up the integral.)

T6D.2

Prove thatthe

matmum

of theMaxwell_Boltzmann

distributidn function D(a) is precisely at o =

op.

T6D.3 The
age

equation below (equation T6.g) gives the aver_
value of a molecule's speed in a gas:
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By looking up the integral online (or using WolframAlpha,
(equation T6.9).
in r a / o pbefotelooking up the integral.)

r.lj* t1, o*, : ,/67d ,, : {gk,T
(Hln fr Substitute
:

/;;

T6D.4

The equation below givesthe average value of the
square of a molecule's speed:

l3'l ^", = I,-

"l"
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(a) By looking up the integral online (or using
WolframAlpha), find the value of lorl*r.(Hrnr; Sribstitute ln
x = o/vpbeforc looking up the integral.)
(b) Explain why your answer makes sense. (Hln f:
What do
we know about Ku"r?)

T6M.5 Use some kind of computer tool to construct plots T6D'5 In this problem, we will calculate the number of
of (7 / A) (dP (e) / de) (the blaclibody,s radiated po*u,. o",
glo9"r in a photon gas at absolute temperature T.
unit area Per unit energ-y range) as a function of phoion (a) The number of photons whose energies lie within the
mnge +lde about some energy e islqual to the total
9letgy e (in eV) for photon girur 1000 K rSOO'i, anJ
photon energl in that range dividedby e, right? Use
2000 K. Draw all three plots on the "t
same graph, and comment abouthow the three graphs.o*pu,J.

'
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T6M.6 Suppose that we paint a certain obiect with
paint so tirat rt absorb' uti tgr't Hri^s;1i;;;rp;;;;

red
;
tiglrt in a photon energy range betweJn 1.g ev and 2.0 ev,
which it cbmpletely t"-R""tr."s..pp*e .,o*-tt ut u", .ll".i
has a temperature such that e, ? 1.40 eV Sil;;
]fi;
of dP(e) / P t for the energy emitted by this
ij]f,;;
worry about the numberi'or, the ,re#c"l "bd
""i;;;j;;;fully-explain why it cannot look the same as
figure T6.4 if

trretqect

is to reinain in thermat

"q,rliu.i.,*

i,.' all

cases.

G) If you change variables to integrate over the

r..i'ritluss

e(r<yr, vou.should see that Nff depends
:1iibl9,X ExPlarn
7
why l'ctowing the specific value of
J"'
3t \"r'
integral over u is irrelevant for this claim.
,-,
(c) S:
By.lookinp
integral (perhaps on Wikipedia's list
."P-thu
of tntegrals), show that the number of photons per unit
volume in a photon gas with temperature T is

# = tn2.non(T)' =

60.42f-#)'

(T6.31)
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TWO.MINUTE PROBLEMS
T10T.1 According to the argument in the text, the Moon,s
average surface temperature (since it has no atmosphere
and is the same distance from the sun as the earth)
should
also be 255 K or it would be if all points on its
surface had
the same temperature (and. the Moon has the
sam"
reflectance as the earth). But the Moon rotates
very"""of"
slowly
relative to the sun (once a month) and has
ut"orpi"r'"
or ocean to rer{istribute gnergy differences."oHow do
you
think that these facts might afiect the Moon,s
average tem_
perature? (Hlrzf: Suppose that half the moon was
100 K hot_
ter and the other was 100 K colder than the
averag". WJl
it still radiate as much energy as it would if its
suiface area
were all at the same temperafure?)
A. The average should 6e less than 255 K.
B. The average should be more than 255 K.
C. The avel3ge should be the same: the energy flowing
in
mwt still balance the energy flowing out.

.r+> T10T.2

The earth,s equilibrium temperafure depends
on its

radius. T or

a planet's atmosphere from n to Zn wlJl,rnate
its u'rr"ruf"
srrrface temperature increase by what factor?

4.2
B.

21/4

D.

(2

ocean effect), about when
temperature be 288.4 K?

A.
B.

c.

D.

will the earth,s

the

av'erage surface

2015

2030
2045
Some other date (specify)

T10T.6 The model we have constructed in this chapter
ne_
glects feedback effects that might accelerate o.
Uruke tf,.
warming. Scientists now predict that the Arcti.
O".* *l]
be ice-free in the summei by as early as 2020 (due
to in_
creased temperatures in the Arcfic). Lbss ice will
m"* tt u,
the Arctic will reflect less visible light back into
space. Will
this accelerate or brake the warmiig compared
to tf," p.J
dictions of the model in the text?

A. Acceierate
B. Brake
C. No change

F?

T10T.3 Doubling the number of effective opaque
layers in

c.

T10T.5 According to the text,s final model (including

31/4

+ I/n)lt+

E. [2 + J./(n+l)]t/a
F. Some other factor (specify)
T. The factor depends on the planet,s

initial temperature.

T10T.4 If the atmosphere,s ,,optical thickness,,
z depended

on the ratio of the concentratibns to the fust
power instead
of to the | /2 power tn equation T1,0.ga,would
this acceler_
ate or brake the warming compared to the
model in the
text?
A. Accelerate
B. Brake
C. No change

T10T.7 The model we have corutructed in this
chapter

ne_

glects feedback effects that might accelerate
or brake the
warming. It is possible thathigher temperatures
will yield
increased evaporafion and indeased cltud
cover. Will this
accelerate or brake the warming compared
to the predic_
tions of the model in the text?
A. Accelerate
B. Brake
C. No change

T10T.8 Suppose scientists discover (somehow)
that if AT,
the average global temperature increase
since 1900, were
to exceed 1.0'C, Greenland,s ice sheet would.
irreversibly
start to collapse within,20 years, raising
ocean levels sij_
nificantly. AT is currentl/ 0.A.C. Wt night
we do to pr!_
vent this from happening?
"t
A. Cut COz emissions in half.
B. Completely stop emitting CO2 now.
C. Actively start removing COz from the atmosphere.
D. We probably can,t pr&enithis from tufp"r,ing,
,,o
maLter what we do.

HOMEWORK PROBLEMS
Basic Skills

+ T108.1

Other things being equal, what would the
earth,s
3v:rage temperature.have been historically (before the
Industrial Revolution)if it.reflected orrry
i{nof the light
from the sun instead of 30o/o?

T108.2 Other things being equaf what
would the earth,s

average temperature have been historically
(before the Lr_
dustrial Revolurion) if ir reflected aSZ
of if{e)ight from the

sun ilstead of 30%?

T108.3

Some estimates suggest that if the carbon
in aII currently lonwn reserves of fossil fuels were
bumed, the atmo_
spheric concentration,:f gor would puut
ulorr" 540 ppm
late in this century. If this is true, what'woJJie
tfre earth,s
average temperafure at this peak concentration?
(Assume

thermal equilibrium.)

T10B'4 suppose that we continue to
add Coz to the atrnoat a rate of 2 ppm per year until
2030 (which would
:fh"."
correspond to zero grow*, in emissions),
and then sud_
denly stop. wnat wJrta

."r;d;;;Ji;;ffi;;-

earth's average temperature

wilibe

in201(;?
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T108.5 The scientific community's

T10M.5 To understand why the ocean might have a big effect on slowing down the earth's temperature increase,
consider the following. Scientists estjsnte that the current
difference between the energy coming into the earth at
present and the energy that would go out if the earth were
in equilibrium is about 1.5 W/m'z. As calculated in the text,

consensus is that an average temperatwe increase of more than 2 K above the pre-

will cause irreversible damage to the
earth's ecosystems. Suppose we continue to add CO, to the
atmosphere at a rate of 2 ppm per year until we abruptly
stop. According to the model described in this chapter,
when must we stop?
industrial average

the current difference between the earth's actual temperature and the temperature we would expect in equilibrium
is about 0.5"C. The ocean has an average depth of about
3700 m, a density of about l}Z5kg/rf , and a specific heat
of about 3850 ]/(kg'K). If each square meter of ocean surface absorbs energy at a rate of. t .5 W / mz , about how long
would it take for the entire water below to warm by 0.5'C?

T108.6 If the lag time caused by the ocean were

L5 years
instead of 30 years (other things being equal), what would
the earth's current (2015) average temperature be?

T108.7 A planet with no atmosphere orbiting a sunlike star
is tidally locked so that one side always faces the s!ar. Sup-

(Hint: The ocean's area does not matter-why? Don't be

pose that side's uniform temperature is 355 K and the
backside's is 155 K (an average of 255 K).
(a) What average power per uni area does this planet thermally emit into space?
(b) Compare to the 240 W/m2 that the earth's upper atrno-

alarmed if your result is larger than 30 years: one does not
need to warm the whole oceat unifurmly from top to bottom to cause the earth's average surface temperature to
increase by 0.5"C.)

sphere radiates at the same average temperature.

T10M.6 One possible solution to the climate change problem wouJd be to increase the earth's average reflectance

T108.8 Using

a computer, plot a graph of the earth's equilibrium average temperature as a function of CO2 concentrations ftom 280 ppm to 800 ppm according to the model

(the techirical term is albedo) above 30%.
(a) \Alhat albedo would we need to keep the earth at its
historical average temperature of L4'C bui with a peak
of 550 ppm of CO2 in the atrnosphere?
(b) Roughly what fraction of the earth's area would we
have to paint bright white to make this happen?
(c) Express this area in square kilometers, and compare it
to the area of the United States.

presented in this chapter.

Modeling
T10M.1 Consider

a rapidly rotating planet without an atmosphere and a reflectance of about 12% (consistent with a
rocky body like Mercury or the Moon). Construct a graph
of the planet's average temperature as a function of distance from a sunlike star. (Express distances from thc star
in terms of AU, where 1AU is the earth's average distance
from the sun, and show the range 0.2 AU to 5 AU.)

in 201,6 we start reducing the net
to the atmosphere from the 2015 value
of 2 ppm/y by 0.04 ppm/y every year that is to 1,.96

T10M.7 Suppose that
COz we add

ppm in 2016, 1.92 ppm in 2017 and so on (this, initially,
would mean reducing total carbon emissions by about
2o/o

T10M.2 How many effective opaque

t+

T10M.3 Predict the surface temperature of Jupiter,s moon
Qallisls, and compare your result with the observed temperature, which you can find online. (Callisto has no abno-

will

sphere and reflects 20"h of the light hitting it. jupiter is

keeps the same face toward the sun at all times. The planet
reflects 20% of the light falling on it, and the average temperature on the facing surface is nearly uniform and 200 K
larger than the nearly uniform temperature on its back surface. What is the planet's aaerage temperature? (Hints: Let
the temperatures of the two sides be T + jAT, where T is
the average temperature and AT = 200 K. You will have
to solve what looks Like an equation involving powers of
T up to T4, but if you look at it carefully, you will see that
you can solve it using the quadratic formula.)

be the earth's peak average temperature?

(d) Is this under the limit described in exercise T10X.3, or
do we need to be more aggressive?

(e) I4lhen will the earth's average temperature reach its

5.2 times as far from the sun as earth is.)

T10M.4 Suppose that a planet with no atmosphere orbits
a sunlike star at the same radius as the earth's orbit and

per year).

(a) Show that this means we will stop adding net CO2 to
the atrnosphere entirely in 2065.
&) \a/hat will be the concentration of CO2 in 2065? (Hint:
Draw a graph, and use the graph to calculate an integral which otherwise might be modestly difficult.)
(c) According to the simple model in this chapter, what

of CO, would
give Mars a pleasant average surface temperature of 14'C?
(Mars is 1.52 times farther from the sun than the earth and
reflects abori2SYo of the light incident on it.)
Tayers n

'

(O

peak value?
Vvhat will happen thereafter?

T10M.8 Water molecules evaporate from a body of water
when random collisions between molecules happen to
give a few molecules kinetic energies large enough exceed the binding energy that holds water molecules together, which is about 0.42 eV. As a rough approximation,
model the water molecules as gas molecules obeying the
Maxwell-Boltzmarm distribution. Use the MBoltz app to
estimate how many times more water molecules have
enough energy to evaporate at T = L5'C than have enough

energyatT=

14'C.

